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FOREWORD

DragonVein White Paper aims to provide readers with a technical
overview of the ecosystem. We assume that readers have a basic
understanding

of

cloud

computing,

distributed

applications,

Blockchain, and online education. This white paper also provides a
new application guide for online education practitioners engaged in
digital content creation and technology development.

We hope that by reading this white paper, more readers will be able to
focus on the challenges and potential opportunities in blockchain
storage technology, blockchain copyright protection and market
development, and explore the new capabilities that blockchain
technology can empower for digital content storage and distribution.

LINK
The official website of Dragon Vein: http://dragonvein.io/

*Note: The information in this white paper is for informational purposes only.
Please refer to the specific adjustment announcement for the program adjustment
caused by any product improvement, optimization or adjustment.
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1 INTRODUCTION OF DRAGON VEIN
Decentralized blockchain technology is another important technological
revolution since the 21st century. Blockchain is a decentralized network that
allows peer-to-peer value exchange and is known as the value internet.
DragonVein aims to protect the benefits of content creators by significantly
lowering the barrier for users to use digital content through blockchain and edge
network technologies.
DragonVein has launched a "Content Rewards-based Digital Content Platform" to
bring an innovation to global digital content storage and distribution through
content creators, content users and content platforms. DragonVein's unique digital
content platform leverages blockchain-based artificial intelligence. It presents a
new vision and paradigm for the entire blockchain and content industry, in line
with the fourth industrial age of innovation.
The pandemic caused by Covid-19 has completely changed our daily lives and
society. It has also changed the way we demand digital content, such as online
education, where elementary, middle school, high school and college begin the
semester with 'online lectures', submitting assignments to prove attendance or
simple tests are replaced by online digital education.
However, with the unprecedented use of online learning in almost all classrooms,
many questions have arisen about the preparation and design of online learning,
technology readiness, classroom operations, and quality of education. One of the
major issues is the inconvenience of learning technology systems. Educators,
learners, parents, and all those involved in education are confused by unprepared
online education systems.
Also being changed are telecommuting, streaming online videos and many other
areas.
DragonVein uses advanced blockchain technology and NFT-based copyright
systems for digital content storage, distribution, and digital rights protection,
which are increasingly in demand.
It also provides decentralized storage, a unified content platform, and an NFTbased digital content trading platform for digital content creators, and through an
unchangeable, traceable, and reliable blockchain smart contract system, it can
complete copyright confirmation, reduce the cost of creation and channel
management, and motivate content creators to produce more excellent content.
©2021–Dragon Vein
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1.1 COPYRIGHT PROTECTION
Smart contracts are a core component in determining content ownership across
the DragonVein ecosystem and are designed to protect the rights of creators. By
providing smart contracts, the DragonVein ecosystem can reduce the risk for
creators, thereby encouraging them to create more content, thus creating a
positive cycle for the entire digital content industry. At its core is a smart contract
based on a content ownership system. The license to play a digital content can be
different depending on the region, time of day and many other factors, all of which
make non-fake smart contracts possible. Creators working on the periphery can
purchase and license the creation and distribution of content through smart
contracts; participants in digital content (actors, writers, and other crew members)
can also continue to generate revenue through smart contracts. Consumers can
not only use content in the form of rentals and perpetual purchases but can also
trade digital content through NFTs.
1.1.1

DIGITAL CONTENT DISTRIBUTION

DragonVein Edge Network Distributed Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a
decentralized network composed of clusters of node servers (DvBox, public CDN,
5G edge network servers) distributed in different regions. Through certain rules,
digital content sources are pushed to the network edge node servers closer to
users so that users can get the content they need nearby, which is an important
means to alleviate congestion and improve user experience when delivering
digital content. It makes full use of shared edge nodes to expand the node layout
and number infinitely and improve the stability of transmission distance "as close
as one kilometer".
DragonVein system can store all formats of digital content files. DragonVein
distributed CDN breaks each file into several encrypted slices, each with a hashencrypted unique digital fingerprint, and stores them in different shared storage
in a distributed format. DragonVein removes duplicate files with the same hash
value over the network, which can be used to determine which files are redundant.
And the version history of each file is tracked.
1.1.2

ECONOMIC INCENTIVE

T What DragonVein Ecosystem is trying to do is to maximize creators' motivation
and incubate more ideas that benefit the ecosystem, not just by protecting
copyright and reducing risk. All creators need to do is create and publish content
using the Dragon Vein SDK, which is used to uniquely fingerprint each piece of
content published, and we will give content creators a TOKEN bonus based on
purchases, plays and other parameters of the fingerprinted content.
©2021–Dragon Vein
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Also, content creators can upload their digital content to DragonVein and bundle
it with NFTs to trade digital content through the NFT marketplace.

2 MARKETING
DragonVein digital content platform can be used in many industries, we provide a
complete solution for digital content storage, distribution, copyright protection
and more. DragonVein can be used in any scenario where digital content needs to
be stored and distributed, and can significantly reduce the cost of storing and
distributing digital content.

2.1 TARGETING MARKET AND MARKET ANALYSIS
In this white paper, we focus on two industries, education industry and video
streaming industry.
2.1.1

EDUCATION INDUSTRY

With the development of computer technology and web-based information and
communication technology in the 1990s, online education has become an effective
method to overcome the physical and temporal limitations of education and has
steadily grown into a new paradigm of education.
According to a recent study, as online education continues to grow in North America,
more than 30% of American university students take distance courses in 2016. More
than 3 million students are taking both distance and non-distance courses at the same
time.
Online education based on online-based learning refers to the form of learning that
takes place anywhere and anytime by using digital tools such as the web, mobile, or
smartphone.
Although online-based learning differs slightly in concepts and definitions for various
scholars, most of them are web-based learning, e-learning, cyberlearning, distance
learning, or mobile learning.
In the early stages of online-based learning, educators played a role in delivering
already planned learning content using designated information communication media.
And learners played a passive role watching the provided learning content.
The information and communication system's role as a medium was to check the
delivery of learning content, check the level of the achievement level of knowledge,
and identify strengths and weaknesses in the technical field.
However, the paradigm of online-based learning has gradually changed from educatorcentered to learner-centered with information and communication technology and
educational demands from a constructivist perspective. Accordingly, it became the key
©2021–Dragon Vein
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for the learner to actively select the learning content and develop learning
competencies to solve problems and create creative ideas through this process. In this
system, the learning system played a role in helping such activities of learners.
Keeping pace with these changes, the world has continued to promote the adoption
and use of online-based learning, expand lifelong education opportunities, and
provide equal educational opportunities. Still, to date, no innovative progress has been
made in the online education market.
To make matters worse, the unprecedented online distance learning that took place
suddenly in the face of coronavirus infectious diseases is poorly prepared, exposing
various implementation problems. It is hard to be sure that the pandemic situation will
improve in the future. Similar situations can always unfold, so it is imperative to
understand online classes' status, explore ways to strengthen them, and prepare for
the future.

2.1.2

VIDEO STREAMING INDUSTRY

The global video streaming market size is USD 50.11 billion in 2020. It is expected to
expand at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 21.0% from 2021 to 2028.
Innovations such as blockchain technology and artificial intelligence to improve the
quality of video are expected to boost the market growth. Artificial intelligence plays
an important role in editing, cinematography, voiceover, scriptwriting, and several
other aspects of video production and uploading. Various video streaming solution
providers use artificial intelligence to improve the content quality of videos. In the
recent past, such platforms have grown considerably in popularity over broadcast
media such as YouTube and Netflix. In addition, the rapid adoption of cell phones is
expected to further drive growth due to the growing popularity of social media
platforms and other digital media for branding and marketing purposes.
The OTT-based segment accounts for the largest share of revenue in 2020, with over
41% of the market share. This is due to a feature of OTT-based solutions that deliver
movie and TV content over the Internet without requiring subscribers to subscribe to
traditional cable or pay-TV services. Moreover, the segment is expected to witness
significant growth over the forecast period due to the growing demand for improved
business process automation and the overall penetration of broadband infrastructure.
emerging trends in OTT such as hybrid monetization models, rising demand for digital
original content, and fragmentation of content due to intense competition are
expected to fuel the growth of OTT streaming solutions.
In 2020, the pay-TV segment accounts for a significant revenue share due to growing
demand for pay-TV in countries such as China, India, Mexico, and Brazil. In addition,
customers are shifting their preference to OTT services due to increasing programming
costs. The growing popularity of unlimited wireless data plans and public Wi-Fi is
contributing to the growth of OTT service providers. For example, HBO Now, an online
©2021–Dragon Vein
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streaming platform launched by Home Box Office, Inc. enables people to watch HBO
programming online without a cable subscription.

2.2 MARKET PAIN POINTS
In both industries, there are common market pain points, which are based on the
existing network technology and market structure. We hope to solve these problems
for them through new blockchain technology and new platforms.

2.2.1

HIGH DISTRIBUTION COSTS

In traditional Internet technologies, if digital content needs to be distributed,
centralized CDN services, such as Amazon CDN or Cloudfront CDN, are usually used,
which are billed based on the amount of traffic used. For industries with high traffic
demand, this will require high CDN costs to ensure a basic user experience.
According to public information, Netflix needs to pay about $500 million a year to
make its content available around the world.
2.2.2

COPYRIGHT IS UNDERVALUED

Currently, the copyright value of digital content is severely undervalued. Centralized
platforms use their platform advantages to pressure content creators to acquire digital
content rights at low prices, while content creators lack bargaining power in front of
large centralized enterprises, resulting in digital content not reflecting its true value
when circulating in the Internet.
2.2.3

LACK OF SUSTAINED REVENUE

Digital content rights are generally acquired by centralized platforms as a one-time
buyout, and then sold or subscribed to users, as content creators cannot continuously
benefit from the content they create. This also discourages content creators.
2.2.4

NO INCENTIVE FOR USERS

In the absence of incentives, users are simply consumers of content and do not
participate in the distribution of digital content.

©2021–Dragon Vein
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3 DRAGON VEIN ECOSYSTEM
3.1 TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE
DragonVein's technical architecture is designed to be highly available and streamlined,
coming in with a clean system structure divided into application layer, platform layer
and service layer. Each layer contains core modules, and each module exchanges data
between the layers and interacts with business data between the layers.

©2021–Dragon Vein
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3.2 ELEMENTS OF THE DRAGON VEIN ECOSYSTEM
Edge Network
The core of cloud-based content distribution, it solves the problem of the highcapacity digital content transmission. 1-5ms of low-latency network data
transmission can only be achieved by acceleration of 5G edge network in
DragonVein system, The effect of cloud-base content distribution is the same as
that of local execution, and provides important computing power for the overall
DragonVein.
l DvBox
As the core node hardware device of all your VR device, without complex
installation and setup, just turn on the power, connected to the miniVR HDM, you
can experience a variety of VR content, also compatible with mainstream VR
platform content.
l Storage
Through edge servers, DvBox and public network CDNs, VR content and
applications are distributed stored as part of geographically distributed servers
and data networks (similar to BitTorrent systems).
l Copyright protection and Smart Contract
Any DVC transaction between ecosystem participants is constantly stored in the
Blockchain and cannot be reversed. Once the transaction is completed, it will be
handled under a smart contract. Blockchain deals will contain relevant
information such as copyright, content owners and authors (if different), rights
transfer (if any) for commercial use, and details of purchases and licenses. At the
same time, Blockchain and smart contract make funding replenishments and
expenditures transparent.
l Media Library
The media library is the final piece of the puzzle that complements the DragonVein
video streaming application based on DragonVein storage, distribution and
copyright protection applications. In the DragonVein ecosystem, DragonVein
forms a stable win-win partnership with many content providers, and with it
comes the management of massive digital video streaming content. The media
library is a distributed digital content management system integrating digital
streaming content uploading, edition making, selling, leasing and transferring
based on the original smart contract integrating NFT.
l Knowledge Base
In the process of education industry implementation, education content is
presented in various ways, only in the Dragon Vein ecosystem education digital
content will be presented in the form of audio, video, ppt, text, digital board
writing, etc. The role of the knowledge base is to closely associate digital education
content with points of knowledge on the basis of the original digital content
management. That is, the digital content management method based on points of
knowledge, users can obtain the digital education content suitable for themselves
l
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according to their actual situation. And all the contents form a complete
knowledge network through the string of knowledge points, so as to make up for
the problem of uneven educational resources in reality.
l NFT market
NFT is the future of digital content, the 2.0 version of DragonVein's intellectual
property management, and digital content is also an asset. Therefore, the function
of trading is added to all digital assets in DragonVein ecosystem, and the functional
module that carries the trading of digital assets is the NFT market. Firstly, the NFT
market will bind a unique NFT for each digital asset uploaded to the DragonVein
ecosystem, and at the same time, this NFT is also an important element of the
intellectual property rights of digital assets, and then the owner of the digital asset
can sell or lease the ownership to others.

3.3 ECONOMIC CYCLE
In Dragon Vein Ecosystem, DVC consumers, content creators, equipment and
technology providers are making a positive feedback eco-loop.
l Content creators earn more from DVC through content creation. On the one hand,
content creators have the right to price the content of their own copyrights.
Similar to software vendors in the application store have the same pricing power
as the software they develop. They can decide to charge the content directly. On
the other hand, Dragon provides the mining features through content creation
described in detail in the previous section, encouraging content creators to have
more incentive to create and publish digital content.
l Consumers using DVC to pay for the copyright owner to get their own interest in
the VR content, but also by computing power, bandwidth, and hard drive to earn
DVC.
l Content creators and content consumers can also trade digital content in NFT,
where content creators can convert their content to NFT for sale or auction, and
content consumers can use DVC to buy their favorite works in the NFT marketplace.

3.4 HARDWARE
We have developed special hardware for the DragonVein system, which serves as
a hardware node to support the entire system, including the DvBox, miniVR, and
Smart Education Whiteboard. Each of these hardware devices plays a different role
in DragonVein.
3.4.1

MAIN HARDWARE
DvBox 1.0

©2021–Dragon Vein
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DvBox is a smart hardware that integrates 5G intelligent
gateway, VR Player, POS and POW supported
Cryptocurrency mining. DvBox, the core hub of Dragon
Vein's Ecosystem, is a product making possible for every
Dragon Vein community users to become a content
creator and part of the decentralized data center to
share the benefit within the ecosystem. DvBox, the
hardware hub of the whole ecosystem, possess a
powerful CPU using the latest big.LITTLE technology.
For overall performance, power consumption and chip
size have revolutionary upgrades in three aspects. Built in ARM high-end Mali-T860
Quad-core GPU with Bandwidth compression technology: such as intelligent
superposition, ASTC, local pixel storage, as well as more graphics and computing
interfaces support. The overall performance got enhanced by 45% comparing to the
previous generation.
In addition, it has the following advantages.
1, USB 3.0 *2, Type-C port, Support USB3.0 Type-C and DisplayPort 1.2 Alt Mode on
USB Type-C.
2, Dual ISP (Image Sensor Processor) embed, up to 800MPix/s process. Support dual
camera input, support for 3D, depth information and other high-end processing.
3, ATW algorithm, 90FPS VR output.
4, HDMI 2.0 port, Real-time video decoder of H.264/H.265/VP9 4K@60fps
5, PCI-e port embed, support PCI-e WI-FI Adapter and up to 1TB External Storage
6, 5G module embed, support 1G wireless network
7, Ready for Android and Linux

DvBox 2.0
We are starting to develop DvBox version 2.0 in 2020, using the latest 7nm technology
SoC, with 30% better performance than DvBox 1.0. With better performance, DvBox
2.0 will support 4K video encoding and decoding, higher VR performance, and AI deep
learning.
With better hardware comes more storage space and faster networking, DvBox 2.0 will
serve as a replacement for DvBox 1.0, supporting the more powerful DragonVein
network.
Video Decoding: 4Kp60 10-bit H.265, 4Kp60 VP9 Profile2, 4Kp30 H.264
Video Encoding: 1080p60 H.264/H.265
Video Output: HDMI 2.1
HDR: HDR 10, HLG, Dolby Vision, TCH Prime
In addition, it has the following advantages.
1, USB 3.0 *2, USB 2.0 *2,Type-C port, Support USB3.0 Type-C and DisplayPort 1.2 Alt
©2021–Dragon Vein
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Mode on USB Type-C.
2, Dual ISP (Image Sensor Processor) embed, up to 800MPix/s process. Support dual
camera input, support for 3D, depth information and other high-end processing.
3, ATW algorithm, 90FPS VR output.
4, PCI-e port embed, support PCI-e WI-FI Adapter and up to 1TB External Storage
5, 5G module embed, support 1G wireless network
6, Ready for Android and Linux

3.4.1.1 FUNCTIONS OF DVBOX

As a node device of DragonVein system, DvBox has the following functions:
3.4.1.1.1

HOME INTERNET SURFING AND INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINING

DvBox is an android-based device, can be used for document processing, internet
surfing and home entertaining. Once you power on the DvBox, it can be used as an
ordinary android device as well as a high-performance VR device which brings you into
the VR world.

3.4.1.1.2

CRYPTOCURRENCY MINING BASE ON INCENTIVES WITHIN ECOSYSTEM

DvBox can Cryptocurrency mining based on incentives within Dragon Vein’s Ecosystem.
To be more specific, when you share your bandwidth, storage, computing performance
and original content in the Ecosystem, DVC Token will add to your account
automatically base on Ecosystem Incentives.

3.4.1.1.3

MICRO MINING POOL BASE ON DRAGON VEIN TECHNOLOGY

DvBox is also a micro mining pool which gathers your smart device’s computing
performance for mining Cryptocurrency. Launching the Dragon Vein SDK, It will output
the most suitable mining solution depending on the difficulty of Cryptocurrency
mining.

3.4.1.1.4

NETWORK STORAGE SHARING

DvBox provides massive, secured, reliable and low-cost CDN cloud storage services to
©2021–Dragon Vein
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enhance data reliability. Users can access the data over the Internet,they can also
expand storage and computing performance through the external storage devices.
DvBox offer a wide range of storage options to optimize your storage costs.

3.4.1.1.5

DISTRIBUTION NODES

Each DvBox can connect to other DvBoxes and distribute the stored content to other
DragonVein devices, at which point the DvBox will act as the DragonVein's digital
content distribution node
3.4.2

SECONDARY HARDWARE
miniVR
MiniVR VR goggles are
clearer and lighter than the
mainstream VR headsets
such as HTC VIVE, Oculus
Rift and PSVR. Weight 105
grams is 20% of the weight
of the same type of product;
high color gamut, high
definition, 800 + PPI bring
super clear VR experience,

suitable for a long time to wear.
product
weight
Definition
(one eye)
HTC VIVE
550g
1200 x 1080
Oculus Rift
470g
960x1080

Refresh
rate
90Hz
75Hz

FoV

Focus
Control

110°
100°

None
Glasses
Supported
Glasses
Supported
Supports
myopia up
to -7.00
diopters

PS VR

610g

980x1080

120Hz

100°

miniVR

105g

2400*1200

90Hz

100°

miniVR is fully support for Steam, and designed for DvBox
Smart Education Whiteboard
Smart Education Whiteboard is a blockchain smart device launched by DragonVein for
the education industry. In the traditional technology, the way to digitize education is
simple, the teacher's class is recorded and uploaded to the cloud server, and then most
©2021–Dragon Vein
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of the work of digitizing education is done. However, this creates a lot of useless data
and takes up a lot of storage space and bandwidth resources.
Our smart education whiteboard will digitize education in a new form, which can
digitize any writing in real time, and capture board, PPT and sound in real time and
high definition. This will reduce the size of data files. The cost of education digitization
will be greatly reduced.
Smart Education Whiteboard also has a built-in DragonVein system, which acts as a
node for DragonVein. After the data is collected, it will be encrypted in real time,
entered into DRM and uploaded to DragonVein.
Hardware:
l OS: Windows/Android
l Display
l Touch sensors
l Projector

3.5 APPLICATION SCENE
DragonVein can be used in a variety of applications, and this whitepaper will cover two
main scenarios, education and UHD video streaming service.
3.5.1

EDUCATION

With a personalized learning system, artificial intelligence can be powerful in logical
fields such as math, science, and programming. All processes of sending and receiving
feedback with artificial intelligence are recorded on the DragonVein blockchain. This
record provides an objective diagnosis of an individual's characteristics and strengths,
and based on this, artificial intelligence could advise or decides the individual's career
path.
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Our Mission
l Virtual mentor for all learners - Integrates user modeling, simulation, and
knowledge expression to help support learning.
l 21st Century Skills acquisition - Supports learners through self-directed selfassessment and teamwork to enable skill acquisition.
l Interaction data analysis - Analyze massive data on individual learning, social
context, learning context, and respective areas of interest.
l Provide global classrooms - interconnecting classrooms around the world and
making them accessible from anywhere.
l Lifelong Learning and Learning Skills in All Areas - Enables learning anytime,
anywhere outside the classroom and school.
DragonVein's system is capable of supporting the latest VR technology, and our
equipment is also capable of VR experience, and we plan to use VR technology in the
education industry.
DragonVein Blockchain VR Education provides information delivery education based
on video and 4D virtual reality beyond text and image-based information delivery in
the era of a digital revolution.
Due to the advancement of ICT technology, the limitations of tools used in the
educational field have almost disappeared, so it is possible to provide various
education types that have not been tried before, such as experience-based distance
education and realistic education.

providing diverse and creative experiences.
DragonVein blockchain VR education service can implement at each stage of the value
chain delivered to learners through networks, mobile devices, and displays after
educational content is shared on the platform. This is not just about changing the
display that students face, but also about technological change across the value chain
and innovation in the user experience implemented through it, so it also means
excellent business value.
3.5.2

UHD VIDEO STREAMING

With the development of camera technology and Internet technology, the video
streaming industry is gradually entering the 4K era, which brings the problem of video
storage and CDN costs rising significantly. Some small video streaming platforms
cannot afford the high maintenance costs and go out of business, making some very
good content unavailable.
We provide a blockchain-based storage and digital content distribution solution for the
video streaming industry. Using DragonVein devices distributed around the world as
storage and distribution nodes, we can provide large amounts of storage space and
cheap data distribution traffic. Especially for 4K videos, which require high traffic
transmission, we are optimized to provide highly available and high concurrent video
streaming services. According to our lab test data, we are 30%-50% cheaper than the
mainstream storage and CDN costs in the market. This will revolutionize the entire
video streaming industry.
Compared with the traditional high-definition video, VR content in the transmission
process due to its unique data structure, you need to consume 8 times the bandwidth
of traditional high-definition video. Normal DVD video requires 1.5Mbps bandwidth,
1080 FHD video needs 4 times the normal DVD bandwidth of 6Mbps, and highdefinition VR video in the same video format requires 48Mbps bandwidth, Through
the excellent data compression algorithm, it can be compressed to 36Mbps without
loss of quality. With one connection it will needs no less than 30Mbps bandwidth, in
case of multichannel concurrency in business environment, it will be easily reaching
the bandwidth limit of data center. It will be a serious problem for the commercial
operation of the preparation and the official operation, at the same time, users will
unlikely to have a expected experience of high quality VR content with bandwidth limit,
resulting in the VR experience is not good and do not want to continue to try.
Using the DragonVein system and its associated equipment, it is possible to solve the
problem of storing and transmitting VR video content, while still providing a good VR
experience.

©2021–Dragon Vein
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4 DRAGON VEIN CHAIN
To develop Dragon Vein Ecosystem into an international digital content Marketplace,
digital currency will be used as the main vehicle for goods exchange among the
participants within the Ecosystem. Due to its ability to ignore the state borders, digital
currency is perfect for C2C (consumer to consumer) economic interactions. Moreover,
instead of adopting one of the existing cryptocurrencies, we published a native
Ecosystem Dragon Vein Chain (DVC). VR content consumers will use DVCs as the
vehicle for the Ecosystem goods that content makers and developers offer for sale and
rent.
Dragon Vein infrastructure will use self-built public chains to support our business
model referring to high-profile public chains such as EOS, which will open source on
GitHub. In order not to hinder token acquisitions and ecosystem development, DVCs
will initially be issued as ERC-20 Ethereum tokens and mapped after the self-built
public chain matures.

4.1 DVC
As a unified currency of the Dragon Vein, DVC can be used to trade, rent, and purchase
content within the ecosystems, as well as customize your favorite content. DVC can be
used to complete the distribution and promotion of digital content, intellectual
property trading, intellectual property ownership confirmation, equipment trading,
etc.

4.2 THE OBTAIN OF DVC
In the DragonVein system, there are several ways for users to obtain DVC
4.2.1

MINING

DragonVein provides multiple of mining methods, the first is the basic through the
DvBox shared LAN idle computing power, bandwidth and storage to obtain DVC
rewards; Second, when a content is played, related users who played a position in
production line will also be rewarded, including participation in content crowdfunding,
voting customization, or content creators, etc. Users can also participate in mining by
providing technology and equipment. Mining rewards come from the production of
the content to the release of the content, everyone in the ecosystem will be part of it
and obtain their mining rewards, and we call it Easy Mining Mechanism.
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4.2.2

PAID CONTENT REVENUE

Content creators can upload their original content to the DragonVein system and
receive DVC revenue every time a consumer uses the content, which is an incentive
for content creators to create more content.
4.2.3

CONTENT CONSUMPTION DIVIDEND

Sometimes there are multiple creators involved in the production of a digital content,
in the DragonVein system, each creator receives a percentage benefit of the work
when the content is used or sold, as long as they are involved in the creation of the
content.
4.2.4

NFT TRADING

DragonVein users can create NFTs on the platform and trade them in the NFT
marketplace to get DVC.
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Roadmap

Start

October 2017

March 2018

May 2018

June 2018

July 2018

September
2018

November
2018

February 2019

May 2019

• Dragon Vein Blockchain project started

• Dragon Vein DvBox trial production

• Dragon vein DvBox test in Japan area

• Dragon Vein and China Mobile jointly exhibited DvBox at MWC2018

• 5G Edge Network Cloud VR exhibited in ChinaJoy2018

• DvBox and miniVR Set exhibited at TGS2018

• DvBox and miniVR Set exhibited at HUAWEI MBBF London 2018

• DvBox and miniVR Set will be exhibited at MWC Barcelona 2019

• DvBox and miniVR Set available to the market

We got all the jobs done, and step into future

New phase

2019 Q3

2019 Q3

2019 Q3

2019 Q3

2019 Q4

2019 Q4

2020

• Upgrade miniVR‘s screen to 4K resolution, and 6DoF supported.

• Full development engineering samples of miniAR

• Join partnership with Qualcomm

• DragonVein ecosystem device exhibited at AWE USA 2019

• Brand new 5G Node project start. A China Mobile supported and 5G CPE build-in
5G Node machine.

• miniAR release event

• DragonVein platform available. IP content project start.

See you in 2021

2021—Year of mainnet development and new business
2021 Q1

2021 Q1

2021 Q2

2021 Q2

2021 Q2

2021 Q3

2021 Q3

2021 Q4

2021 Q4

2022Q1

• Strategic nodes project start, Dragonvein Nodes will be distributed globally

• DragonVein get involved in education market.

• Cooperate with mainstream education company. Prepare for the new version of
DragonVein.

• NFT market Beta testing

• Streaming Platform close testing

• Develop our system to meet the new requirement and new market.

• Optimizing DragonVein system to serve more user.

• Dragonvein start testing in college
• Start Education Content Acquisition

• New version release.

• DragonVein Education platform available.

Looking forward to meet you in the future

